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Results are presented from a study aimed at demonstrating the accuracy and efficiency of 

a lower order aerodynamic prediction method for transonic cruise flows around aircraft 

configurations, including conventional swept wing-body and also blended wing-body designs. 

The Viscous Full Potential (VFP) method, coupling the solution of the full potential equations 

with the integral boundary layer equations can yield data of almost equivalent accuracy as 

Navier-Stokes based CFD methods but at 0.5% - 2% of the physical time. In addition it is 

shown, using both the VFP approach and Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) that 

the flow physics of the stall mechanism associated with blended wing-body configurations is 

far more complex than that experienced on more conventional swept-tapered wings. The 

mechanism appears to involve an initial tip stall but also involves highly 3D vortical flows 

inboard on the upper surface of the wing which significantly distorts the transonic shock wave. 

I. Nomenclature 

a =   speed of sound (m/s) 

 = angle of attack (deg) 

Cp = pressure coefficient 

CD = drag force coefficient. 

Cf =   surface skin friction coefficient 

CL = lift force coefficient. 

c = chord length (m) 

e =   denotes top edge of the boundary layer 

 =   boundary layer thickness (m) 

 =   boundary layer displacement thickness (m) 

 =   velocity perturbation potential function 

H =   boundary layer shape factor 

M =   Mach number 

 =   boundary layer momentum thickness (m) 

Rec =   Reynolds number based on chord (root chord for a BWB, otherwise mean aerodynamic chord) 

 =   density (kg/m3) 

t =   time (s) 

U =   freestream velocity (m/s) 

u, v, w =   velocity components in the x, y and z directions respectively (m/s) 

x, y, z =   cartesian co-ordinates, where the x-direction corresponds to streamwise flow direction at zero . 

 =   co-ordinate normal to, and out from, the wall surface (m) 
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II. Introduction 

The accurate and timely conceptual design of a high speed aircraft requires robust analysis methods that provide data 

rapidly but at the appropriate fidelity. The conceptual phase of design is the least costly stage of the whole design 

process, but is the stage where downstream cost associated with bad design is often embedded. The ability to undertake 

trade off studies, assess the benefits of integrating new technologies at a whole aircraft and Multiphysics level, and to 

do this rapidly and with an acceptable physical accuracy is of prime importance. There has been a recent tendency in 

some companies, however, to implement very high order physical methods too early in the design process with the 

result of constraining the breadth and scope of the possible trade-off synthesis where the available computing resources 

might be better employed using methods of lower but still appropriate level of physical fidelity and accuracy, to 

advance the design more quickly and effectively. 

 This paper presents some of the aerodynamic assessments using a lower order aerodynamic simulation tool being 

developed for a conceptual design environment for low speed and transonic cruise aircraft configurations under a 

collaborative UK research project called APROCONE (Advanced Product Concept Analysis Environment) and 

follows an earlier paper focusing more on the validation of these methods [1]. While the project aimed to couple 

aerodynamic configuration, propulsion and aeroelastic simulation methods together in a holistic whole aircraft system 

design method for conceptual design, this paper focuses on the rapid aerodynamic prediction aspects of the project. 

First data from a validation exercise on a transonic wing body are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and efficiency 

of the lower order approach, before the results of a detailed aerodynamic assessment of the transonic performance of 

a conceptual civil blended wing body (BWB) airliner are presented. While much work has been published on the 

aerodynamics of blended wing configurations at low speed, very little information is available on the transonic 

performance of such configurations, particularly with regards the complex three-dimensional stall that is known to 

occur. This was the focus of a study within the APROCONE project, results from which are presented in this paper. 

 

III. The Transonic Flow Methodology 

A. Governing Equations 

 

The aim of the APROCONE project was to develop and demonstrate a multiphysics design environment that would 

provide conceptual design data in a rapid, timely and secure manner across corporate boundaries. With this in mind a 

study was undertaken to identify the correct fidelity of physical airflow modelling that would provide the required 

physical data to the appropriate accuracy and with the highest speed. For transonic cruise design the requirements are 

for a method that would provide surface pressure, surface friction and boundary layer state data (thickness, 

displacement thickness, momentum thickness and form factor) where the boundary layers are attached. While it is 

important to be able to assess the stall characteristics of a configuration, the conceptual design requirements for a 

transonic cruise aircraft is for maximum lift to drag capability at a design point with appropriately safe margins before 

boundary layer separation and consequent buffet onset (both in terms of Mach number and angle of attack). Similarly, 

an efficient transonic cruise aircraft design would not operate in a condition where shock waves become strong enough 

to induce boundary layer separation. A suitable cruise design method for aerodynamics was therefore deemed to be 

an attached boundary layer method, with the ability to capture the relatively weak shock waves encountered in such a 

flight regime. 

The most appropriate method reviewed in the study was found to be a coupled full-potential solver with a boundary 

layer equation solver allowing the attached 3D skewed boundary layers, typically encountered in flight, to be resolved. 

The potential flow equations are obtained from reducing the Navier-Stokes equations by neglecting viscosity and 

assuming the flow to be isentropic and irrotational. This reduced form of the governing equations allows the continuity 

equation to be derived in terms of the velocity potential function Ф. The isentropic assumption limits the validity of 

the method to cases where no shock waves exist in the flow field, or where the shock waves are so weak that the errors 

in the calculation of pressure and velocity are minimal, but this situation is entirely consistent with the desired flow 

characteristics for transonic cruise. 
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The full velocity potential equation, for an irrotational, inviscid, isentropic flow, in terms of Cartesian coordinates 

(x,y,z) is given as: 
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where the velocity potential Ф is defined by: 
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and the time, t, is in the unsteady terms. If the flow is steady, the last four terms of the equation are neglected. 

 The boundary layer equations can be simplified by using averaged quantities obtained by integrating through the 

boundary layer, yielding the integral boundary layer equations. The three-dimensional integral boundary layer 

equations and their solution for straight, swept and tapered wing flows, and their solution are given by Smith [2]. For 

simplicity the 2D integral boundary layer equations are given here for illustrative purposes. The boundary layer 

momentum equation is given as: 
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and is solved together with an auxiliary equation, called the entrainment equation, which describes the inflow of 

external air into the boundary layer as it thickens in the streamwise direction, typically given as: 
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where CE is the entrainment coefficient, which is a function of the boundary layer shape factor, H =  / . The terms 

Ue and Me are the streamwise velocity component and corresponding Mach number at the top edge of the boundary 

layer, and the boundary layer displacement thickness,  , and momentum thickness,  , are defined as: 
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B. The VFP Solver 

 

The baseline VFP solver employed in this study was that developed by the UK Royal Aerospace Establishment 

(RAE) and Aircraft Research Association (ARA) for the UK aircraft industry during the 1980’s, and is now available 

commercially from IHS ESDU [3,4].  The code was further developed and optimized during the course of the 

APROCONE project to including better modelling of wing-body configurations rather than the just the wing alone. 

The wing geometry is input as a series of section profiles defined from the root to the tip, along with the corresponding 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 
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location, relative to the fuselage reference point, of the local leading edge, the chord length and the local twist angle 

setting. The geometry input file allows for the rapid alteration of such geometric features as leading edge sweep, taper, 

local dihedral, crank location and twist setting, involving the modification of just a few parameters which can be done 

manually or as part of a computational optimization algorithm. 

The VFP program solves the flow around the isolated fuselage body separately, and then uses this flowfield to 

calculate the inflow for the wing calculation. This approach provides a quick and reasonably accurate method of 

capturing the interference effects of the body on the wing flow. This is much more important in the prediction of the 

overall aerodynamic characteristics of a wing-body configuration than the interference effects of the wing on the body, 

which is currently neglected for the purposed of this study, though modelling of this effect will be introduced in future 

work. The fuselage flowfield is calculated using the classical method of Von Karman [5], which solves the Stokes-

streamline problem for an arbitrary body geometry, defined in a separate input file. The method calculates the zero 

incidence surface pressure on the isolated fuselage, and off-surface velocity and pressure field around it. The effect of 

angle of attack on both the surface pressure and the flow field is calculated using the slender body theory based method 

of de Jarnette [6]. The increment in the inflow Mach number along the span of the wing is then calculated and applied 

to the VFP solution of the wing flow, thereby resolving the influence of the fuselage on wing. 

The contribution of fuselage to the aerodynamic forces and moments of the configuration are calculated by the 

surface integration of the predicted fuselage surface pressure distribution. The viscous friction contribution from the 

fuselage is estimated by assuming a flat plate Blasius skin friction distribution on an equivalent wetter surface area. It 

is also assumed that the angles of attack of interest to transonic cruise are limited to low values, at which there will 

not be any large scale boundary layer separations leading to vortex formation and non-linear vortex lift.  

The VFP code automatically generates the separate computational grids around both the fuselage and the wing, 

details for which are provided in reference [3]. For this study the wings investigated are modelled with meshes of 

135,432 cells, wrapping an O-topology grid around the wing with 162 cells wrapped around the wing, 38 cells along 

the span and 22 cells outwards from the wing surface. The fuselage models were meshed with 33 cells along the axis, 

32 cells around its circular half perimeter (assuming symmetric geometry and flow about the y = 0 (wing centreline) 

plane, and 32 cells outwards from the fuselage surface. The wake characteristics are calculated to allow for wake 

relaxation and the correct wing spanwise circulation to be resolved. 

The code uses a relaxation algorithm to solve the finite difference form of the full three-dimensional velocity-

potential equations which are coupled with the semi-inverse, swept / tapered integral boundary layer method of Ashill 

and Smith [2, 7]. The boundary layer displacement thickness obtained from the boundary layer solver was then used 

to update the surface shape by the addition of the resulting displacement thickness distribution before another FP 

calculation was performed on the updated surface geometry. The convergence criteria was set as a maximum absolute 

change in value of velocity perturbation potential anywhere in the flow, reduced to an order of 10-6. 

 

C. The Navier-Stokes Solver 

 

For the detailed analysis of the onset boundary layer separations and the subsequent stalled flow fields it is 

necessary to employ a high resolution Navier-Stokes (N-S) flow solver. For the attached flow cases at and near the 

cruise condition, N-S data was computed in order to validate the VFP data. In the case of the Cranfield BWB 

performance assessment, where no transonic experimental data exists, the two methods were used to validate each 

other up to incipient stall, beyond which no VFP solutions could be obtained as the method is then invalid for the flow 

state being simulated. A modern commercial, compressible flow, Navier-Stokes solver was employed to obtain high 

resolution simulations of the flows of interest. This finite-volume solver employed the Roe approximate Riemann 

solver for shock capturing, with a second order scheme in both space and time to obtain converged steady flow 

solutions as starting solutions for unsteady Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES). Hybrid unstructured meshes 

were employed with prismatic embedded cells grown out from the wall surfaces, whereby the boundary layers were 

captured within 25 – 30 cell layers, and with the first cell height set at 1x10-5 times the tip chord in order to ensure 

values of y+ of the order of 1.0. While a number of turbulence models were employed within the DES framework for 

the RBC12 test case, only the k- SST model based DES results are presented in this paper. 

A time step of 1 millisecond was used with a maximum of 50 iterations per time-step. Grid insensitivity was 

demonstrated in all cases, the convergence criteria being overall force coefficient convergence together with residual 

convergence to at least 10-4. 
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IV. Test Case Details 

A. The ARA RBC12 Wing Body Validation Case 

 

For the purposes of validation of the VFP method the Aircraft Research Association RBC12 wing-body test case is 

used. Reference 1 also presents validation results for the RAE Wing 4 wing-body test case. The RBC12 configuration 

is a generic wing-body configuration, based on a 1990s standard transonic civil airliner configuration that was 

developed as a research model to test measurement techniques in their transonic wind tunnel. Fig 1 presents the basic 

dimensions of the model along with a photograph of the model mounted in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel in 

Bedford, UK [8]. The RBC12 half model has a swept and tapered cranked wing with a quarter chord sweep of 25o, 

with a semi-span of 1.085m and a mean aerodynamic chord of 0.279m, giving an aspect ratio of 7.78. 

The model has been tested in the Transonic Wind Tunnel, located on the floor mounted 5-compunent strain gauge 

balance measuring the force and moments on the combined wing and fuselage together. The Dynamic Pressure 

Sensitive Paint technique was used to acquire surface pressure distributions on the wing upper surface. Tests were 

conducted in the Mach number range 0.7 – 0.84, (Rec between 2.8 million and 3.9 million) with results published in 

reference [8]. The validation case presented here is for the Mach 0.8 condition where Rec = 3.75 million. 

 

 

                      

 
 

Fig. 1. The ARA RBC12 geometry and the model in the ARA Transonic Wind Tunnel [8]. 
 

 

B. The Cranfield BWB-11 Blended Wing Body Case 

 

The VFP code and the Navier-Stokes solver were employed together in the analysis of the Cranfield BWB-11 blended 

wing body in order to provide more insight into the transonic performance of this class of configuration, particularly 

in stall for which condition there is very little information in the literature. The BWB-11 configuration was developed 

at Cranfield University as a research geometry for the assessment of blended wing body aircraft and was derived from 

the Cranfield Aerospace / BAe Systems Kestrel BWB demonstrator [10] and the Boeing X-48B demonstrator [11], 

both of which flew well below transonic condition. The BWB-11 geometry was developed for a conceptual Airbus 

A380 class large civil airliner, designated Eagle-Ray, the particular variant of the configuration assessed here being 

that without the tip winglets, shown in fig 2.  

1.104m 

2.679m 
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Fig. 2. The full scale Cranfield BWB-11 configuration without winglets (units in metres). 

V. Results 

This section presents a sample of validation test data, whereby the VFP and DDES solver results are compared 

with experimental data for the RBC12 configuration, as well as more detailed analysis of the aerodynamic 

characteristics of the Cranfield BWB-11 blended wing body, again using both the VFP and DDES solvers. For the 

BWB, with the absence of experimental data for transonic cruise conditions, both VFP and unsteady Navier-Stokes 

are compared for the low angle of attack, pre-stall, conditions, while only the Navier-Stokes results are presented for 

the analysis of the complicated post stall flows. 

A. Validation Example: Fuselage Flow Prediction 
 

Figure 3 presents an example of the accuracy of the fuselage potential flow model for a representative aircraft 

forebody of elliptical nose shape. This example is for a Mach 0.11 flow around the body at zero angle of attack, where 

the experimental Reynolds number, based on body diameter, was 0.65x105. 

 

 

                                            

 
 

Fig. 3. Comparison of VFP predicted and experimentally measured surface pressure on an elliptic nosed 

fuselage nose. 
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The agreement between the predicted and measured surface pressure is certainly good enough for a rapid 

conceptual analysis tool to allow the integrated pressure loads to be calculated for the force and moment contribution 

to the overall configuration. For the higher Mach numbers of interest, it is assumed that there are no shock waves or 

boundary layer separations, and the compressibility effects are dealt with using the Prandtl-Glauert compressibility 

transformation. 

 

B. Validation Example: The ARA RBC12 Transonic Wing-Body Configuration 
 

The grid sensitivity analysis for the DDES study on RBC12 found that mesh insensitivity was achieved with a cell 

count of approximately 20 million. This was done using progressive mesh adaption to the wing shock wave and wake 

until force and moment coefficients, to three significant figures, became mesh independent. Since the simulations 

were required for a separate study of flow unsteadiness levels pre and post buffet onset, the DDES solver was used to 

acquire 0.5 seconds of simulated flow. The initial steady Navier-Stokes calculations (k- SST turbulence model) took 

around 9 hours for each flow condition to converge on 128 core processors of a modern parallel cluster machine, while 

the acquisition of 0.5 seconds of DDES simulation data typically took about 5 days run time on the same processors. 

 The VFP calculations were started by the calculation of the flow for the lowest angle of attack, which in this case 

was -0.5o. This calculation took typically 7 minutes on single processor of a modest desktop PC. This flow solution 

was then used as the starting solution for the next higher angle of attack calculation, and this process was continued 

until the highest angle of attack before the process broke down due to the failure of the boundary layer solver with the 

onset of significant separation. Pitch polars were obtained using VFP with angle of attack increments of 0.5o. With 

each subsequent angle of attack simulation taking approximately 2 minutes, an entire polar up to stall onset could be 

completed in less than an hour.  

 Figure 4 presents a comparison of the surface meshes for the VFP analysis and the coarsest, pre-adaption, mesh 

used in the N-S / DDES study, along with the comparison of the computed surface pressures predicted by each method 

for the Mach 0.8,  = 2.4o case. It can clearly be seen that the VFP circular sectioned fuselage geometry is an 

approximation of the non-circular section RBC12 fuselage, but since the VFP code is designed to be a rapid conceptual 

design tool rather than a detailed analysis tool, such approximations are deemed to be acceptable as long as the 

resulting force and moment and wing flow conditions are accurate enough for the purpose. 

 

 

                       
 

                     

Fig. 4. Comparison of VFP and Navier-Stokes (DDES) predicted surface Cp contours for the RBC12 

configuration, M=0.80, Rec = 3.75x106,  = 2.4o. 

c) VFP solution d) NS - DDES solution 

b) VFP mesh a) NS - DDES mesh 
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Scrutiny of the predicted wing surface pressures reveals that the VFP code successfully predicts the upper surface 

swept shock wave acceptably well for a lower order method, yielding a result in between 1.3 to 0.4% of the time 

required for the fidelity solution. Figure 5 presents the comparison of the measured lift and drag characteristics in the 

wind tunnel with those predicted by the VFP and the Navier-Stokes (only four conditions being computed in the time 

available) simulations. Data for the forces on the wing have been extracted for comparison from the computed data. 

As expected, the N-S / DDES simulation did a very good job in accurately calculating the time averaged lift and drag 

characteristics for both the complete configuration and also the contribution from the wing, far better than the purely 

steady N-S simulation whose results were presented in reference 1. These simulations also allow for the analysis of 

unsteady flow effects, such as shock wave oscillations prior to boundary layer separation (buffet onset), which the 

VFP approach cannot provide but is not needed in conceptual aircraft design. 

 

 

     
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Comparison of VFP and Navier-Stokes (DDES) predicted force characteristics for the RBC12 

configuration, M=0.80, Rec = 3.75x106. 

 

The VFP resolved forces are seen to be remarkably good, where their agreement with the experimental 

measurements are at least as good as those obtained from the N-S / DDES simulation but achieved in two orders of 

magnitude less time. Surprisingly, the VFP result successfully resolves the non-linearity in the lift trend due to the 

onset of shock induced viscous effects. The coupled boundary layer method within the VFP solver can predict laminar 

separation bubbles and small trailing edge separated flow as regions where the local skin friction coefficient drops to 

zero.  The agreement between the VFP predicted drag and the experimental data is very good at low angle of attack, 
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as is the N-S DDES derived drag. The VFP solver, however, marginally overpredicts drag force at the higher angles 

of attack, but is still within the bounds of acceptability. In fact the VFP resolved drag characteristics are only 

marginally less accurate than those obtained using the Navier-Stokes solver at considerably higher cost in time. This 

is also reflected in the comparison for lift to drag ratio, where up to =1.5o both prediction methods provide almost 

exact figures compared with the measured data. At higher angles of attack both prediction methods are seen to 

underpredict the lift to drag ratio by up to 8%. Importantly the VFP solver is seen to correctly identify the angle of 

attack for peak L/D which would be the cruise condition for this Mach number / Reynolds number case, and is an 

important factor in conceptual aircraft design. 

Detailed analysis of the wing flows where the resolution of the upper surface shock strength and location are 

important, shows that the VFP method can successfully capture these upper surface shock characteristics very well, 

to a standard more than acceptable for conceptual design analysis. Figure 6 presents the comparison of the 

experimentally measured (dynamic pressure sensitive paint) upper surface pressure contours with the corresponding 

predicted results for the Mach 0.8, = 3.76o case. While the N-S / DDES solution seems to resolve the inboard shock 

bifurcation very well with a sharply captured forward shock feature, the VFP result still successfully captures the 

effect, and resolves the shock wave to a sharp enough standard to allow optimization, for instance to minimize wave 

drag at this condition. The VFP solution has also successfully resolved the shock unsweep at the tip which is seen in 

the experimental measurements. 

 

 
       a)   NS - DDES                      b) Experiment [8]                          c)   VFP 

 

Fig. 6. Comparison of measured (Dynamic PSP) and computed surface pressure contours for RBC12, 

M=0.80, Rec = 3.75x106,  = 3.76o. 

 

 In summary the RBC12 validation exercise, along with others undertaken in the APROCONE project, effectively 

demonstrated the remarkable accuracy and efficiency of the coupled Full-Potential / Boundary Layer solver approach 

for the conceptual design analysis of transonic cruise aircraft configuration.  

 

C. Aerodynamic Assessment of the Cranfield BWB11 Eagle Ray Blended Wing Body Aircraft Concept 
 

Having successfully validated the VFP and the Navier-Stokes DDES solver on several challenging transonic wing-

body test cases, the authors were confident enough to apply the methods to assess the aerodynamic performance of 

the BWB-11 blended wing body configuration in the transonic regime, to help understand the complex compressible 

airflows in the absence of experimental data. 

 Figure 7 presents a comparison of the computations grids used by each of the solvers. Both meshes were developed 

using the same strategies as was used for the RBC12 study, including the calculation of the first cell height using the 

flow Reynolds number, which for this case, for the full aircraft configuration, was Rec=7.4x108. The structured VFP 

mesh, where in this case no fuselage definition is required, comprised 135,432 cells, while the Navier-Stokes mesh 

was a hybrid unstructured mesh with prismatic boundary layer embedded cells which, following a grid sensitivity 

exercise, comprised 14 million cells. The difference in cell densities used in the two approaches is clearly evident in 

fig 7. 
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Fig. 7. The computational meshes for the Cranfield BWB-11 study. 

  

 Pitch sweeps were conducted at Mach numbers of 0.70, 0.75, 0.80 and 0.85 with the Reynolds number fixed at 

that calculated for the Mach 0.80 cruise condition, being Rec=7.4x108. Again the VFP solver computed complete pitch 

sweeps at all four conditions, starting from =0o in this case, and proceeding until the solver diverged due to incipient 

separation effects in the boundary layer equation solver. The first starting calculation took around 6 minutes in each 

case, while the subsequent higher angle of attack calculation took around 2 minutes each, all on a single Xeon 3.6Gz 

processor. The Navier-Stokes DDES calculations however took around 5 hours to compute the initial steady state 

solution and a further ~2 days each in DDES mode to obtain 1 seconds worth of data on 8 Xeon 3.6Gz processors in 

parallel. This comparison in efficiency of the two methods for the analysis of the attached flow cases clearly 

demonstrates the huge benefit of using lower order methods of appropriate fidelity and accuracy where they are valid, 

and only using the highest fidelity, highest cost methods where the physics dictates their use (such as for resolution of 

unsteady effects or in highly separated flows). 

 Figure 8 presents the comparison of the predicted force characteristics of the BWB-11 configuration at the cruise 

condition of Mach 0.80. The VFP solver detected flow breakdown, and therefore diverged, at 5o angle of attack, while 

the Navier-Stokes solver was used to acquire flow solutions all the way up into deep stall at  = 12o. Up to about 6o 

angle of attack the time averaged DDES result did not depart very much from that obtained from the steady RANS 

starting solution. Above this, there were some differences, but very little can be concluded from this without the 

provision of experimental data. What is very striking from the force data in figure 8 is the remarkable agreement 

between the VFP derived force coefficients and those derived from the higher fidelity method, particularly the drag 

data, which is usually difficult to predict. This gives confidence that, at least in the attached flow regime, the predicted 

flow fields are likely to be a good representation of the real physical flow.  

 The analysis shows that the cruise attitude for this configuration is likely to be close to 2o angle of attack where 

L/D is at its peak, not dissimilar to a conventional wing-body aircraft design. The peak L/D appears to be around 17 

to 18, compared with around 12 for the RBC 12 configuration, which supports the view that blended wing body 

configurations can be more aerodynamically efficient than conventional wing-bodies. The stall characteristics also 

look relatively benign, with no sudden loss of lift. 

 

 

 

a) The VFP mesh b) The NS mesh 
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a) Lift coefficient                                                               b) Drag coefficient 

 

 

 
 

c) Lift to drag ratio 

 

Fig. 8. Comparison of predicted force characteristics, M=0.80, Rec=7.4x108. 

  

   

 Figure 9 compares the VFP resolved upper surface pressure distribution at the three highest Mach number 

conditions at the optimum =2o attitude, with a corresponding instantaneous result using the Navier-Stokes solver. 

For the Mach 0.75 case the flow looks benign, with no evidence of any shock wave over the upper surface and no 

separations evident in the surface skin friction lines obtained from the Navier-Stokes solution. The agreement between 

the two methods is also remarkably good, the only difference being a degradation of the leading edge suction towards 

the tip which is predicted by the Navier-Stokes solver, but is not in the VFP solution. 

 At the Mach 0.80 condition the flow over the upper surface is marginally supercritical with the VFP solver 

predicting a very weak shock wave. The corresponding N-S / DDES solution predicts the flow to be significantly 

unsteady with the weak incipient shock wave being highly unsteady and sensitive to the unsteadiness in the underlying 

turbulent boundary layer. The instantaneous upper surface pressure plot in fig 9b) indicates that there may be multiple 

weak shock waves in motion that, at higher Mach number, coalesce into a single swept shock wave. These weak shock 

features, however, are not strong enough to significantly deflect the surface skin friction lines, let alone separate the 

boundary layer. At the highest Mach number investigated, M = 0.85, there is one upper surface shock wave, which 

both solvers predict to be swept outboard, but which unsweeps inboard to become nearly normal to the flow at the 

BWB centerline. Interestingly the N-S / DDES prediction indicated only small levels of unsteadiness at the tip where 

the shock wave in strongest, and where the skin friction lines are seen to be deflected by the shock. The VFP code 

predicts the shock wave to be about 10% more rearward at the centerline than is predicted in the Navier-Stokes 

solution. Also the VFP solver predicts higher suction pressures near the tip ahead of the shock. Without a good set of 

experimental data it is not possible at this stage to conclude which is most representative of the real physical flow. 

However, the agreement between the two predicted flows are generally remarkably close, and it is possible to say that 
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the VFP solver would be accurate enough for use as a conceptual design tool to look at configuration performance 

trade- offs, and for cruise configuration optimization. 

 

 

 
a) M = 0.75 

 

 
b) M = 0.80 

 

 
c) M = 0.85 

 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the VFP computed upper surface pressures on the Cranfield BWB-11 with those from 

the NS-DDES solver, together with the NS-DDES resolved surface skin friction lines. Rec = 7.4 x108, = 2o. 

 

   

 For the assessment of the complex flow physics at high angle of attack it is necessary to rely on experiment and 

on high resolution unsteady computational fluid dynamics simulation based on the Navier-Stokes equations. Figure 

10 presents, for the Mach 0.85 case, the time averaged upper and lower surface pressure distributions extracted from 

the N-S / DDES solutions at the highest angles of attack studied, together with a corresponding image of the computed 

surface skin friction pattern at an instant in time. At an angle of attack of 6o, the flow is predicted to have undergone 

a shock induced separation outboard of the crank, with the tip flow being fully separated. The leading edge crank and 
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the local thickening of the body towards the centerline acts to reduce the leading edge expansion and prevent the 

separation progressing inboard, although the shock wave curves in to become normal over the innermost part of the 

body. Here the wave drag will be very high and the shock wave, being so strong in this inboard position, would be 

detrimental to any rear propulsion system integration. The lower surface pressure distribution highlights the high 

pressures along the leading edge attachment line, as well as the rapid pressure recovery towards the trailing edge 

around the rear crank. There also appears to be a wave like region of high pressure inboard near the leading edge 

crank, which appears to be due to a local bubble-like separation that existed in the steady RANS starting solution, but 

dissipated over the 1 second of physical time in the DDES solution.  This was enough to contaminate the time averaged 

surface pressure plot, and could have been corrected had more physical time been simulated. At the higher 8o angle of 

attack, the curving flow that appears ahead of the rear crank at  = 6o, has now evolved into a strong, fully fledged 

tornado like vortex, together with a smaller weaker vortex further outboard. The flow is also seen to be fully separated 

from the leading edge from about 70% span. The formation of this vortex is seen to unsweep the shock wave ahead 

of it, and the flow in this vicinity is highly unsteady, with the shock rippling upstream and downstream by a distance 

of about 5% on the centerline chord. 

 By 10o angle of attack the tornado vortex feature still exists but is considerably reduced in strength. It is strong 

enough, however, to cause a pronounced kink in the shock wave structure close to the leading edge crank. By now the 

stall front, where the leading edge is separated, has progressed inboard to around 60% span, and the stall cell associated 

with the tornado vortex, and the secondary feature further outboard, has grown in size, but there is still some attached 

flow ahead of it. The response of the shock wave is seen to be a forward movement towards the nose, being normal to 

the freestream over most of its extent. The lower surface pressure distribution does not significantly change with 

incidence. Finally, at the highest angle of attack investigated,  = 12o, the outboard flow is predicted to have 

completely broken down into deep stall, with only the flow on the inner 25% of the span, where the body is thickest, 

remaining attached. The upper surface shock wave is now predicted to have moved further upstream to be a normal 

shock wave spanning the inboard body from the leading edge crank. By this stage in a pitch-up, the notional propulsion 

system mounted on the rear upper surface would be ingesting highly separated airflow at the outer extent of its intake. 

 The results of this study indicate that the high speed transonic stall process is a highly complex mechanism for a 

blended wing body configuration – far more complex than is seen on more conventional swept and tapered wings 

currently employed on civil airliners. These complex flows, involving tip stalls, tornado vortex formations and their 

interaction with the upper surface transonic shock wave must be better understood, particularly from a propulsion 

integration perspective. The authors hope that this paper will provide the spur for the investment into high quality, 

industrial scale transonic wind tunnel tests to provide the insight needed, and the experimental data necessary for 

method validation. 

 

VI. Conclusion 

The results from this study demonstrate that: 

 

      The Viscous Full Potential method, coupling the solution of the full potential equations with the integral 

boundary layer equations represents both an accurate and highly efficient method for the aerodynamic analysis 

of transonic aircraft flows in the conceptual design stage of their development. It is shown that such methods, 

properly implemented, can yield data of almost equivalent accuracy as Navier-Stokes based CFD methods but 

at 0.5% - 2% of the physical time. With such an approach, integrating similar appropriate fidelity methods for 

structural analysis, propulsion analysis etc., conceptual designers can significantly improve the overall design 

productivity. 

 

       The flow physics of the stall mechanism associated with blend wing-body configurations is far more complex 

than that experienced on more conventional swept-tapered wings. The mechanism appears to involve an initial 

tip stall but also involves highly 3D vortical flows inboard on the upper surface of the wing which significantly 

distort the transonic shock wave. This represents a considerable problem for propulsion integration. With this in 

mind the community should invest in some high quality experimental campaigns to build much greater 

understanding of the problem, and generate experimental data for the validation of the design and analysis 

methods. 
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 = 6o 

 
 = 8o 

 
 = 10o 

 
 = 12o 

 

Fig. 10. The process of stall as resolved by the NS-DDES solver for M=0.85, Rec = 7.4 x108. Instantaneous 

upper and lower surface pressure distributions and the corresponding upper surface skin friction lines are 

shown for the four angles of attack. 

upper surface lower surface 

upper surface 
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